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1. Introduction

Emergency events, which include sudden, abrupt and natural, a natural and slow onset, the sudden man-made onset, or the slow man-made onset (Van Wassenhove [1]), are the result of the ecological breakdown in the relation between man and environment. In fact, every year, an enormous number of people suffer from the effect of emergency events. In particular, a sudden outbreak of infectious disease, which had exerted serious influences on human life and socio-economic development, had swept across the world in 2020. As of 26 June 2021, 3909491 individuals died all over the world, and more than 180 million people were infected by COVID-19, according to the data issued by the Center for Systems Science and Engineering at Johns Hopkins University [2]. This phenomenology highlights the importance of humanitarian logistics (HL), which is defined as the process of planning, implementing, and controlling flow, as well as the effective storage of goods (Altay and Green [3]).

Based on the pursuit of getting humanitarian response as quickly as possible, the role of HL has developed into one that can bring timely and necessary reliefs to the impacted areas and has great importance in dealing with emergency events and alleviating the suffering individuals. As early as the 1970s, the problem of an emergency model in the emergency management of natural disaster was explored, while the systematic study of HL in China began after the SARS epidemic in 2003. Recently, much work has been done on the topic of HL, which can be attested by the following analysis of year-wise publication trends. However, the reviews show that (1) while the existing studies provide an in-depth understanding of subsaspects of HL, most of them have focused on individual emergency phases; (2) these studies are rather isolated, and neither do they take a holistic perspective on the matter of HL nor consider its prospects. Hence, it is valuable to conduct a consistent and in-depth study on HL from the perspective of sustainable development.

To display the structured knowledge on HL, based on a systematic analysis of the academic literature on HL from 2011 to 2020, the exploratory-descriptive research topics and tendencies of HL will be revealed, through the statistical analysis and bibliometric analysis methodologies. The following questions are gradually answered:
(i) RQ1: what are the characteristics of humanitarian logistics publications?
(ii) RQ2: what is the intellectual structure of various authors, institutions, references, countries, and journals in this field?
(iii) RQ3: what are the hot topics in the field of humanitarian logistics?
(iv) RQ4: what will be the potential research directions of humanitarian logistics in the near future?

The key findings of this paper will not only help scholars to scrutinize the evolving frontiers and research topics of HL but also outline a better comprehension and vital implications for practitioners. The novel contributions of this article are as follows:

(1) As it has been mentioned, most scholars study the improving approaches or strategies of HL from the micro-level, while this article draws up a more comprehensive structure of HL, which can be viewed from a macro-perspective.
(2) The novelty of this study lies in the fact that it establishes the academic basis for the important practice of HL and outlines vividly the intellectual structure and status quo of HL.
(3) The identification of hot points and potential research directions of HL throughout its different periods is proposed by using the VOSviewer and CiteSpace. It contributes to making some opinions and suggestions on HL.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The next section describes the critical methods and the overall process of data searching. Section 3 discusses the basic characteristics of humanitarian logistics literature. In Section 4, the hot topics of this field are proposed and outlined. Section 5 aims to address the dynamic frontiers and specific research directions of humanitarian logistics. In Section 6, some conclusions and suggestions are given.

2. Methods and Data Sources

2.1. Methods and Analytical Tools. The structure of this paper allows an organized way to explore the potential topics of HL, through methods such as statistical analysis and bibliometric analysis. Statistical analysis plays a significant role in exploring and understanding the research theme, when the bibliographic data are large and difficult to analyze objectively. Meanwhile, to reveal the frontiers and dynamic tendency of HL precisely and visually, bibliometric analysis is also applied, which is an established method of scientific inquiry with applications in many research fields (Ellegaard and Wallin [4]). It can be conducive to using mathematical statistics to look for some innovative ideas (Pritchard [5]).

Compared with other visualization software, VOSviewer and CiteSpace can dig into the HL literature context more deeply. CiteSpace, developed by Chaomei Chan at Drexel University (US), is a popular information visualization software application using its co-citation analysis, cooperation analysis, and other functions to explain the burst trends and patterns in the literature (Chen et al. [6]). CiteSpace can be used to examine and analyze variables in the form of nodes, by which we can get the hotspots and pivotal points in specific domains (Cui et al. [7]). VOSviewer is a powerful visualization software application with the functions of “co-occurrence” network clustering and density analysis (Van Eck and Waltman [8]). Co-occurrence analysis is defined as the frequency of two articles cited together by other articles (Pilkington and Meredith [9]). This paper uses it to provide the easy-to-interpret clusters of keywords in HL literature.

2.2. Data Sources and Research Process. Web of Science (WoS) and Scopus are the platforms that provide the statistical literature information now and before, which are useful to map the state-of-the-art design of HL. Archambault et al. [10] compared the bibliometric data of WoS and Scopus and concluded that these databases offer robust tools for evaluating science. Therefore, we choose literature on WoS and Scopus as the data source instead of the traditional literature search of some journals. Meanwhile, according to the discrete law of Bradford literature, many articles in a certain research field are concentrated in the core journals. This paper restricts the search to the years 2011–2020 in the document types of articles, which use multiple disciplines in either the humanitarian modeling, logistics techniques, or solution methodologies.

Based on the previous papers and expert’s views, this article follows the process of literature collection as applied by Seuring et al. [11]; four search strings are advised to ensure the coverage of related articles, and the strings are built with a combination of keywords, for example, (1) humanitarian=((“humanitarian logistics”) OR (“humanitarian emergency”) OR (“humanitarian logistics optimization model”) OR (“humanitarian logistics optimization algorithms”) OR (“humanitarian”)) AND (2) emergencies=((“emergency logistics”) OR (“emergency logistics optimization model”) OR (“emergencies”) OR (“emergency logistics technologies”) OR (“emergency logistics optimization algorithms”) OR (“emergency evacuation”) OR (“emergency logistics management systems”) OR (“emergency material scheduling”)) AND (3) supply chain=((“supply chain”) OR (“emergency supply chain”) OR (“emergency supply chain management”) OR (“disaster supply chain”) OR (“supply chain risk”)) AND (4) others=((“crisis”) OR (“disaster mutual assistance”) OR (“disaster response”) OR (“disaster”) OR (“incident”)).

Given the broad search terms, to ensure the accuracy of the collected reviews on HL, the title, abstract, keywords, and other information wherever required are read extensively, and articles that are irrelevant to research themes are removed. The repetitive and irrelevant records are deleted by the means of NoteExpress and Excel tools, and 476 articles are finally retained and downloaded through a laborious process of manually checking and rechecking terms. The steps of filtering articles and analysis strategies are described in Figure 1.
3. Basic Characteristics Analysis of Humanitarian Logistics

3.1. Year-Wise Publication Trend Analysis. According to the bibliometrics theory, the chronological statistics of documents reflect the development stage of HL. Articles included in the search published per year in scientific journals with peer review are shown in Figure 2. The number of publications shows a floating growth trend throughout different periods, which is consistent with the general trend in the academic field of HL. According to the difference in the curve growth rate, the year-wise publication tendency can be divided into two stages. The first stage is 2011–2016, where it shows a slowly rising trend, showing that this stage is the initial one. Among them, the number of articles issued was as high as 43 in 2016. This is related to the fact that HL has been recognized and discussed by academia. The next stage is 2017–2020, where the annual publication numbers are just a steady upward state, explaining that this stage is the growth stage. The maximum number of literature was 123 in 2020, and it may be due to the impact of COVID-19 and the related policies of HL.

3.2. Analysis of Most Influential Authors and Countries. As the main body of HL research, the author’s appearance frequency and cooperation network are the crucial indicators. After analyzing the relevant data by the bibliometric map and statistical analysis methods, Table 1 is constructed. It reveals that Gunasekaran A. and Dubey R., Pedraza-Martinez A. J. and Van Wassenhove L. N., and Comes T. and Lauras M. have a good collaboration relationship. Furthermore, since the co-cited analysis is contributed to digging out the important information on articles (Pilkington and Meredith [9]), CiteSpace visual software is applied to explore the network of co-cited authors.

Figure 3 finds that N, density, modularity Q (simplified as Q), and weighted mean silhouette (noted as S), respectively, are 499, 0.0116, 0.6245, and 0.8542. It is generally believed that Q is bigger than 0.3, indicating that the formation of community structure is more significant; S is bigger than 0.5, showing that the clustering effect is more reasonable, and when it is equal to 0.7, it is highly concentrated (Chen et al. [12]). This result not only has an obvious community structure but also has good reliability of clustering effect. The higher an author’s citation is, the bigger its node will be. Authors such as Balci B., Altay N., and Van Wassenhove L. N. have higher citation frequencies, followed by Ozdamar L. and Sheu J. B., which are 207, 152, and 147. Although several core teams have gradually formed, the overall cooperation network of authors is relatively fragmented.

As illustrated in Table 1, from 2011 to 2020, China has the largest count with 135, followed by the USA, England, Iran, and France, which are 129, 57, 53, and 43 in the period. Although the USA ranks 2nd in regard to the number of frequencies, it is the highest in terms of the centrality value (0.7), indicating that American scholars have relatively closer collaboration with researchers in other countries. Moreover, the USA and China and England and France have achieved a certain partnership. On the whole, some research teams have acquired academic achievement, but the cooperative network of authors and countries shows a “partial concentration and overall dispersion” trend. While learning the outstanding theories of HL from China and the USA, teams from different countries may need to strengthen contact and cooperation.

3.3. Analysis of Top Contributing Institutions. As the backbone of a research field, the contribution of institutions could be further understood. The cooperation mapping of important institutions is displayed in Figure 4. The nodes represent institutions and the links between nodes express the partnership among institutions. The prolific institutions, such as Univ Tehran, Hanken Sch Econ, INSEAD, Iran Univ Sci and Technol, and Islamic Azad Univ, have contributed more articles in the HL field. Cooperation characteristics of regional institutions can be seen. For example, Shanghai Maritime Univ and Tongji Univ are the linked relationship, showing that they have a long-term partnership. In short, colleges and universities are in a dominant position with strong scientific ability and academic atmosphere. Although each institution has formed a certain research result, the cooperation among cross-regional, cross-national institutions is not relatively concentrated. If the institutional cooperation is further enhanced, it will promote the high-quality development of HL.

3.4. Analysis of Outstanding Journals. The network of co-cited journals is presented in Figure 5, where N, density, S, and Q are 521, 0.0121, 0.8157, and 0.5916, respectively, revealing good reliability of the clustering effect. Because larger nodes illustrate higher citation frequencies, EUR J OPER RES, INT J PROD ECON, ANN OPER RES, and J OPER RES SOC have been the major platform for this theme. For instance, EUR J OPER RES, which has an average of 329 citations, is the most cited journal. Besides, sixteen journals have more than one hundred counts.

3.5. Analysis of Contributing References. It is noteworthy that the effort of different references of HL is conducive to the foundations on which measures are built for future work. The co-cited literature network map is constructed in Figure 6, the results of which present that the studies of Tofighi S (2016), Ozdamar L (2015), Gaunhyye A M (2012), and Najafi M (2013) are the outstanding documents on HL research. Among them, Tofighi S (2016) is the most cited, whose reference received an average of 45 counts. As regards the centrality values, Balci B (2010) is in the highest place with a centrality value of 0.13, followed by Ozdamar (2012) and Day J M (2014). It means that previous literature reviews have formed a solid foundation and advanced the research process of HL.
4. Hot Topic Analysis of Humanitarian Logistics

Each article contains many keywords, and the activities of this field can be reflected by the growth of keywords (Cobo et al. [13]). Co-occurrence analysis is used to explore the dynamic evolution of a specific domain by evaluating the frequency of pairs of keywords or noun phrases appearing in the whole body of literature (Zhu et al. [14]). After we remove and merge meaningless and similar keywords, VOSviewer is used to make the visualization map of core keywords in Figure 7.

The more important an element is, the bigger its label will be, and the greater volume its associated circle will have (Garcia-Lillo et al. [15]). The label volume of “Humanitarian
logistics, Logistics, Optimization, Facility location, and Supply chain management” is bigger, and it shows that the frequency of those keywords is higher, which belongs to the hot problem in this field. Scholars consider the contents involving “The basic theory of HL, Emergency facilities location, Reverse emergency management, Technological innovation application, the collaborative system of HL, Multi-objective or robust optimization, Mathematic algorithms, etc.” (Zhao et al. and Tofighi et al. [16, 17]). Furthermore, the nodes of “Logistics, Simulation, Supply chain management, and Emergency” are closer to the central circle, indicating that they are of greater importance and have a close relationship with HL. As we observe, since the same color of the keywords indicate that they have similar research directions, the nodes such as “Optimization, Algorithm, Reliability, Evacuation, etc.” belong to the same cluster of the research topic.

Based on the analysis of hot keyword label view of HL, in the proposed categorization, we consider four major aspects: (i) factors affecting humanitarian performance, (ii) mathematical models and methodologies, (iii) humanitarian supply chain, and (iv) applied techniques and means.

Figure 3: Network of co-cited authors.

Figure 4: Network of important institutions.
4.1. Factors Affecting Humanitarian Performance. Before discussing factors affecting humanitarian performance, this paper analyzes the difference between commercial logistics and HL in a holistic framework. Commercial logistics is mainly concentrated on the simulation of manufacturing, distribution, and waste recovery stage (Holguín-Veras et al. [18]), and the differences of HL as compared to commercial logistics are limited emergency resources, uncertainties, complex relations, and harder-to-achieve efficient and timely delivery (Sheu [19]).

According to emergency activities against the before or after emergency events, in this section, we focus on the main aspects when it comes to the contents of humanitarian management: mitigation, preparation, response, and recovery phases (Li et al. [20]). Chen and Cui [21] divided the running proceeds of the virtual union into four stages, and operation models of HL virtual union for each stage were put forward.

Based on its research topics involving “The basic theory of HL, Risk assessment, Emergency monitoring, Early warning system, Emergency response, Guarantee, and Other practices” (Li [22]), this section mainly answers the following question: what are the impacting indexes affecting humanitarian performance? We summarize the relevant factors of each category in the analysis in Table 2, which can be classified into four categories by reading the collected reviews: information management capability, transportation and distribution capability, organization management capability, and recovery capability of HL. However, how to quantitatively analyze the complex factors impacting the service level of HL? Taking into account the potential challenge of collecting index data, some methodologies such as the critical success factor method and the fuzzy Delphi and fuzzy DEMATEL method can be used. Zhou et al. [23] used the critical success factor method to carry out the five main factors for an emergency management system, such as the
Table 2: Summary of the relevant factors for each category.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accurate disaster prediction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The ability of information communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Relief demand prediction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Real-time disaster information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Investment in information technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accuracy of information sources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Timely feedback of emergency information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Information sharing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Information guarantee ability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accuracy of information transmission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The innovation capability of information technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cost effectiveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accuracy of relief distribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quick response ability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Conflict management skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Security and speed of relief supply</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information management capability of HL</td>
<td>Specialization and broadening of HL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flexible humanitarian operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transportation and distribution strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Emergency facility input</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Emergency resource consolidation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Capacity planning of aid network</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
reasonable organizational structure, effective emergency information system, government leadership, modern technologies, and continuous improvement.

4.2. Mathematical Models and Methodologies. The optimization of HL is viable enough to function well under the uncertain and complex nature of an emergency event. Scholars have conducted mathematical models and methodologies to increase the efficiency of HL. Before introducing the mathematical models, we need to clear up two things: emergency facility location and relief/casualty transportation. In the context of HL, the facilities are called emergency distribution centers, shelters, points of relief distribution, recovery centers, or other emergency facilities. The choice of emergency facility depends on the modes of transportation to be adopted. Boonmee et al. [24] provided a summary of facility location problems with HL. The needs of disaster sites cannot be met without relief/casualty transportation, which plays an instrumental role in protecting the affected people or casualties. Although casualty transportation plays a crucial role in sending the affected people to medical centers, there is no doubt that the vast majority of research focuses on relief transportation. Davis et al. [25] aimed at the situation of imminent disasters and constructed a random planning model of emergency relief location and distribution. Different categories of emergency facilities and modes of HL can form the emergency service network. A flexible and adaptable emergency network model involves a range of service actors. Dalal and Uater [26] combined the average cost and worst case in the second stage of emergency network design.

All kinds of complex network problems cannot be solved without mathematical models (deterministic and non-deterministic models), which have become a powerful tool to deal with the HL issues. The application scopes of mathematical modeling are very broad, including hurricanes, earthquakes, general, maritime disasters, and other scenarios. Moreover, models are mostly based on mixed-integer programs with binary location variables. Caunhye et al. [27] reviewed 74 articles about optimization models in disaster logistics, which were studied in terms of types of models, objectives, decisions, and constraints. Table 3 outlines the summary of mathematical models of HL from a multi-dimensional perspective.

As far as we know, some different methodologies such as mathematical algorithms, commercial software, or other approaches may be the adequate solution for mathematical models. A mathematical algorithm is used for combined optimization in which an optimal solution is sought over a discrete search space. Popular mathematical algorithms for combined problems include simulated annealing, tabu search, exact algorithm, and ant colony optimization [36]. Rennemo et al. [37] used a function of linear utility to search humanitarian aid distribution equity in a three-stage stochastic programming model for disaster response planning. Ni and Zhao [38] presented a Markov decision model to maximize lifesaving against an emergency medical resource allocation problem. In addition, commercial software has been updated and embedded with some common algorithms, which has become a powerful optimization platform. Table 4 illustrates the summary of mathematical models of HL.

It shows that more articles focus on the preparation and response phase of a disaster. The objectives of mathematical models are related to cost, time, relief shortage, and reliability, and the constraints of models usually include relief supply and vehicle, facility, inventory, and distance limit. Methodologies of models with complex constraints are mainly focusing on algorithms. However, according to the different models’ requirements
for different scenarios, more efficient models and approaches may be concerned in depth.

### 4.3. Humanitarian Supply Chain

Since this paper presents the state and affecting factors, mathematical models, and methodologies associated with HL, the next step is to analyze the humanitarian supply chain (HSC). Considering the interconnection among HL and supply chain, numerous studies have been conducted on the topic of HSC, which can be regarded as a process of planning, controlling, and managing emergency information flows, reliefs, and services from the points of origin to the points of destination (Sheu [19]). It aims to ensure the living needs of victims and social stability by giving relief efficiently during and after the emergency event. Peng et al. [48] analyzed the behavior of disrupted supply chains under postdisaster conditions.

A list of preventing studies on HSC is provided in Table 5. The relevant research involves “The basic theory of HSC, Mechanics of effective HSC, Optimization and coordination of HSC, Agility and resilience of HSC, and Critical success factors,” which are consistent with the hot topics in Figure 7. Methodologies focus on the grey
Table 5: Summary of humanitarian supply chain studies (criteria, problem, purpose, method, and key finding).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Problem(s)</th>
<th>Purpose(s)</th>
<th>Method(s)</th>
<th>Key finding(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Behl et al. [49]</td>
<td>How to find out the critical factors for effective HSCM?</td>
<td>Exploring the critical success factors for implementation of effective HSCM</td>
<td>A grey DEMATEL approach</td>
<td>Proposing a conceptual model which could be tested using empirical data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singh et al. [50]</td>
<td>Which are the main factors for resilient HSC?</td>
<td>To identify the factors to develop the resilience in HSC</td>
<td>Fuzzy MICMAC analysis</td>
<td>Government support, strategy and capacity planning, and continuous assessment of project progress are the major drivers for HSC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dubey et al. [51]</td>
<td>Discussing the mechanics of agility and resilience of HSC</td>
<td>To establish the relationship between agility, resilience, and performance of HSC</td>
<td>Factor analysis</td>
<td>Agility and resilience of HSC are two determinants of the predisaster and postdisaster supply chain performance measures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dubey et al. [52]</td>
<td>How to translate swift trust into coordination of HSC through commitment?</td>
<td>To investigate empirically the role of swift trust as mediating variable for achieving supply chain coordination</td>
<td>SEM</td>
<td>Information sharing and behavioral uncertainty reduction act as enablers for swift trust, which is a missing link for the success of HSC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dasaklis et al. [53]</td>
<td>How to control the infectious disease outbreak by managing ESC?</td>
<td>To effectively capture the disease’s dynamic with the perspective of ESC</td>
<td>Simulation</td>
<td>The proposed model and method can serve as a sound operational planning tool for healthcare personnel as well as medical decision makers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yadav et al. [54]</td>
<td>How to search the critical success factors of HSCM?</td>
<td>To address the critical success factors of HSC which emerges during disaster preparedness and immediate response phase</td>
<td>Interpretive structural modeling</td>
<td>Government policies and organizational structure are the main factors, while forming the base of interpretive structural model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mishra et al. [55]</td>
<td>How to reduce the wastage of disaster relief materials of HSC and enrich the related research?</td>
<td>To extend the dynamic capabilities theory for lean thinking in HSC management</td>
<td>A qualitative interpretative case study</td>
<td>Adapting the theory of constraints and dynamic capabilities to know the effective HSC management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yadav et al. [56]</td>
<td>How to segment the critical success factors of HSCM?</td>
<td>To explore the critical success factors of HSC in mitigating the impact of cyclones in the Indian context</td>
<td>A grey DEMATEL approach</td>
<td>Out of 16 CSFs, ten CSFs have been categorized into cause group CSFs and six have been categorized into the effect group CSFs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. HSC = humanitarian supply chain, HSCM = humanitarian supply chain management, ESC = emergency supply chain, fuzzy MICMAC analysis = fuzzy cross-impact matrix multiplication applied to classification analysis, a grey DEMATEL approach = a grey decision-making trial and evaluation laboratory approach, SEM = structural equation modeling, and CSFs = critical success factors.

DEMATEL approach, fuzzy MICMAC analysis, interpretive structural modeling, and case study. Meanwhile, in order to solve the problems of HSC, such as the uncertain scenarios, unusual constraints, and unpredictable demand, the humanitarian network with multiple layers of notes and multiple agents of HSC can be constructed.

4.4. Applied Techniques and Means. Given the connection between HL and innovated techniques, numerous studies have regarded logistics techniques and means (e.g., computational method, surveillance system, real-time control and monitoring, remote sensing sensor, and so on) as a leading component in humanitarian management. Dubey et al. [57] analyzed the application of blockchain in enhancing collaboration among stakeholders engaged in disaster. The advancing techniques and means have been proposed as a potential solution for the organizational complexity and size asymmetry issues. Behl et al. [49] concluded that coordination and information sharing was a critical success factor for humanitarian operations. Technologies such as “Blockchain, Big data, and Data science” are used to reduce the risk and hazardous effects of “COVID-19, Disaster, and Barriers,” which are consistent with the content shown in Figure 7. The applied techniques and means play a critical role in humanitarian management, while the use of it is good for reducing the destructive effect of disaster.

To provide a clearer picture of the hot knowledge of HL, based on the above analysis of four major categories of HL, the research framework of hot topics in HL is summarized in Figure 8, which is the result of an integrated descriptive and exploratory analysis of the overview current state of HL. It demonstrates the process of taking actions (strategic planning and humanitarian operations) by some service agents in response to an emergency event. This context lays the foundation for Section 5.

5. Research Trend Analysis of Humanitarian Logistics

Since this study intends to lay the ground for a systematic review of HL literature, this section investigates the potential tendency of HL over the next years. Because VOSviewer cannot present the changing laws of keywords with time, this paper applies CiteSpace to explore the
details of temporal relation change of HL through co-citation network analysis, and the result is outlined in Figure 9.

By analyzing the hot topics and changes of different keywords, the problems of “Emergency logistics, Emergency management, Humanitarian supply chain, Algorithm, Model, and Disaster preparedness” attracted scholars’ attention as early as 2011, and their attention turned to “Disaster management, Performance measurement, Emergency logistics, and Disaster response” in Figure 9. Emergency management covers the different phases of an emergency event [20], which makes emergency management more effective the outsourcing engagements inevitably. Further analysis should be integrated with the important outsourcing theories (e.g., the resource-based view, transaction cost economics, and so on) using cross-case analysis of case studies to sufficiently specify the effect of HL and outsourcing decision making.

Furthermore, humanitarian performance should be viable to function well under the complex and uncertain nature. It is of great significance to evaluate which indexes can add value to the humanitarian operation. Considering that the service performance of HL is influenced by much more factors, such as institution, society, or individual behaviors, this paper calls for more studies to delve into the behavioral patterns and internal mechanisms and focuses on an evaluation indicator system based on the new theories. It is worth noting that lack of the data on some indexes is a common phenomenon. An integrated hybrid framework consists of mathematical modeling or simulation methods that may be applied to solve this problem in depth. Questions of interest include the following:

Figure 8: Research framework of hot topics in HL.
Q1: what are the main factors that impact the service level of HL and the interdependencies among them?

Q2: how to construct an evaluation indicator system and which method can be adopted to assess system performance?

Second, Figure 9 displays that many studies have realized the relevant models of HL. The ways of “Stochastic programming, Robust optimization, Bi-objective optimization, Simulation, Predictive analytic, and Genetic algorithm” are applied to solve humanitarian problems, such as “Vehicle routing problem, Evacuation, Emergency supply, and Relief distribution.” Meanwhile, the location routing model and optimization model are constructed with the objective of “Time window, Emergency cost, and Uncertainty.” Further work cannot make implicit assumptions about humanitarian behaviors in an emergency environment. A realistic humanitarian model that contains some identified objections (e.g., cost, time, equity, satisfaction, and infection rate) could be constructed under the dynamic and uncertain disaster environment. Moreover, general characteristics of quantifying suffering for specific reliefs in demand nodes and emergency types can be discovered. As we all know, the more the objective functions of the humanitarian model, the more difficult it is to solve. In other words, the novel methodologies, tools, or more case-specific studies can be designed to solve a complex model, which is a multi-objective, multi-period, and stochastic model for the multi-relief problem.

Q3: how to build suitable models according to different scenarios (e.g., COVID-19, general, earthquake, and so on) and point out the similarities and differences among models?

Q4: what are the innovative methods and solutions to the different models or problems?

Third, as seen in Figure 9, the topics of “Humanitarian supply chain, Logistics network, Supply chain management, Disaster relief supply chain, and Chain network design” are usually aimed at “Sustainability, Agility, Flexibility, Efficiency, Equity, and Innovation.” It can be noticed that means including “Blockchain, Big data, Information, and Technology” have a significant role in achieving the above goals. The innovative means and technologies are contributed to providing the decision support and optimal influencing strategies for HL and HSC. Of course, the implementation of technologies may have affected the HL and HSC. Therefore, two important research streams are strongly intertwined:

Q5: how to identify the potential barriers of logistics technologies for HL and HSC?

Q6: how to measure and overcome the influence of technological barriers?

In addition, the effective service of HL depends on an environment where multiple agents (such as 4th party logistics, military, and aid agencies) interact, but the conflicts of interest among service agents may negatively affect humanitarian performance, which can be attested by the point of view shifting to “Option contract and Contract.” The interperiod incentive contract model commissioned by the government should be constructed. This model can also be analyzed to coordinate emergency service capacity and solve the actual profit problem between the government and enterprises. Furthermore, future research can focus on the game relationship, and synergetic mechanisms among agents are very important in coordinating humanitarian operations. Taking into consideration the context which involves multi-disciplinary research, from the economic and
social point of view to a more analytical view, tools inherent to disaster psychology, game theory, system dynamics model, deep learning short-term memory method, the fuzzy best worst approach, and the multi-level programming may be conducive to addressing this problem.

Q7: how to construct an incentive contract model based on the combined knowledge from various domains?

Q8: what are the synergetic mechanisms and game relationship among service agents of HL?

6. Conclusions and Suggestions

The major work of this paper is to provide a comprehensive review of the research done on HL problems. Based on the systematic understanding of the intellectual structure and research topics of HL from 2011 to 2020, the potential research directions are identified under the bibliometric analysis method, the VOSviewer, and CiteSpace softwares. The corresponding conclusions and suggestions are as follows.
Firstly, the theoretical nature of HL has attracted widespread attention, which can be attested by the annual document distribution curve. Although the group of authors has initially formed, the cooperative network of authors and countries shows a “partial concentration and overall dispersion” trend. Colleges and universities are in a dominant position with the strong scientific ability and academic atmosphere, but close contact and cooperation between different countries, institutions, and authors is lacking. To promote research quality in this field, the author teams from different institutions in different countries may need to strengthen contact and cooperation. They can also make attempts to expand the research scope of HL and explore the evolution of the coupling system of HL.

Secondly, keywords such as “Humanitarian logistics, Supply chain management, Logistics, Optimization, and Facility location” are uncovered based on the analysis of the label view, which illustrates that the scholars mostly study humanitarian problems from different perspectives. Based on the four major aspects proposed and investigated, this paper calls for government and enterprises to play an essential role in constructing a medical dispatch platform or an integrated emergency sharing platform. Meanwhile, the three-dimensional and full-covered emergency cooperation platform with unified information, resource sharing, and efficient operation is supposed to be constructed.

Finally, the multiobjective model and effective methodology, the interperiod incentive contract model, and an evaluation indicator system of HL may be the further work. The practice of HL also requires the diversification of service agents, the intelligence of service ways, and the quality of service process in HL. Therefore, service subjects can pay attention to establishing an integrated organization mechanism of HL. Moreover, an intelligent emergency material reserve mechanism is encouraged to be constructed to promote the integrated development of “physical reserve, contract reserve, production capacity reserve, and so on.”

To sum up, this study targets at contributing to the efforts of increasing a holistic knowledge on the domain of HL, helping researchers to obtain more innovative perspectives, and providing valuable implications for the service agents of HL. However, there are limitations to the extant research. On the one hand, although WoS and Scopus are the most widely used databases in bibliometric review, it could be noted that some documents are not completely included. Moreover, the dataset is limited to journal articles, and some available reviews on HL may not have been captured. Future studies can broaden the research topics of HL, more explanatory and prescriptive models can be built and applied.
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